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Like his name, Gray is dark and stormy. Dylan, a girl always searching for what's next, seemingly

unable to settle down,Ã‚Â is the exact opposite:Ã‚Â full of light and life. On the outside, they seem

like an unlikely couple. But looks can be deceiving and besides, opposites attract. What starts as

friendship, turns into admiration, respect and caring, until finally these two lone souls find they are

truly in love with each other. But staying in love is not as easy asÃ‚Â falling in love. If Dylan and

Gray want their love to last, they're going to have to work at it. And learn that sometimes love

means having to say you're sorry. This ebook includes a sample chapter of AWAKEN.
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I decided to re-read this book (and the sequel) prior to reading an ARC of the third and final book

not because I couldn't remember all the details, because these characters are truly unforgettable,

but because I wanted to relive Gray and Dylan's story from start to finish. I didn't intend to devour

three books in a day and a half, but I got caught up in everything about the books and I couldn't



walk away until I had the full story. But, more on the second and third book later."Live a little," she

tells me. "You're never going to experience anything if you wait around for perfect conditions."I love

characters. That, more than the writing or the story, is what makes me love books. I often connect

with characters and, if I don't, I have a difficult time enjoying the book. Dylan and Gray were

amazingly easy to love. At the time I first read the book nearly two years ago, it was my first time

coming across characters quite like these two. They were both so unique. Dylan probably more than

Gray, butI've always loved Gray because he doesn't fit in any of the stereotypes. He wears his heart

on his sleeve and when he loves someone, he's all in. To this day, literally hundreds of books later,

these two still stand out and, if I'm being completely honest, I've not yet encountered a pair like

them."This guy is perfect. On the surface he might be callused, but looking through a creative lens, I

see layers and textures. He reminds me of a folding chair, closed up and waiting to be shoved in a

storage closet. I'm determined to see him unfold.""If you never leave where you come from, I don't

think you'll ever figure out who you are," she says. "Because how much is forced on you? How

much of your personality is imposed instead of created? That's why I left. I think people need to

leave in order to find their potential."Dylan is a complicated character, but I absolutely adored her.

She was quirky and honest and thoughtful. She doesn't waste her time worrying about trivial things

or what others may think of her. She loves deeply. She's a free spirit that isn't content to stay in one

place too long. There's just so much life in her. She remains positive through almost everything, but

she doesn't shy away from other emotions either. She's a photographer, so I immediately connected

with her on that. I loved her words about photos and why she loved photography so much. The

world is an interesting place through her eyes. I love her way of thinking and the questions she

asks. I'd liked to think if we met, we would be friends in real life. That's not to say that, at times, I

didn't find her frustrating. The things I loved about her the most ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ her spirit,

independence and need to experience all life had to offer ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ were the ones that

drove me the craziest as the summer drew to a close and it was time for her to leave. I know it's not

fair, but I wanted her with Gray, where I thought she belonged."I'm fine with being alone," he insists.

"I like the company I keep. Most people need constant distractions, because if they slow down long

enough to evaluate their lives, it makes them internally combust. Like if you folded them inside out,

you'd find a huge monster inside. A train wreck."Gray was just about as far opposite of Dylan as you

can get. He was moody and didn't like many people. He and his family had been through a really

rough time and none of them had truly recovered. Gray didn't let people in. He didn't want to. A

baseball player who gave up the sport after the tragedy his family went through, he was gorgeous

and mysterious. As Dylan and Gray's friendship grew and she began to help him pull his walls



down, I fell in love with him right along with her. It was impossible not to."I stare at Dylan and feel a

tug on my heart, like she's holding a string attached to it and is giving it a yank. She reminds me of

someone I used to love. Someone so incredibly original, I was positive no one else like her existed

in the world.""Whatever it is, it's real and it's terrifying and mystifying and even though my eyes are

closed I can see showers of light. I wrap my arms around Dylan and melt against her and I swear to

God I could kiss this girl forever."The two of them together were nothing short of magical. She didn't

expect to fall in love over the summer. Gray's walls were built high and locked tight, but somehow

this strange girl made it through. She helped him recover from a painful loss. He helped her to

experience life. They were such a solid couple. I hated knowing they had an expiration date. It was

almost painful to know the end was coming. They fell in love quickly, but it was so natural it was like

breathing."Because if you're lucky enough to have people in your life that make you happy, that

inspire you, that move you, you need to devour each moment you have together because you never

know how many of those moments you have left. These people are sacred.""What do you say when

you're not enough to make someone stay? What do you do when you meet the love of your life and

realize it's all about timing? How do you accept that no matter how perfect you are for each other,

circumstances get in the way? How do you compete with that kind of fate?"First Comes Love is a

small book that's big on emotion and feels. It was beautifully written. Katie Kacvinsky has a way with

words. They made me laugh and cry. I can't even tell you how many passages I read multiple times

because they were just so gorgeous I couldn't move past them. I highlighted roughly half the book.

(Not exaggerating.) This book and these characters will always have a special place in my heart. I

relate all too well to their story, which made it even more emotional at times."You know you love

someone when he makes all the ordinary moments feel extraordinary. When doing absolutely

nothing feels like everything."If you're looking for an upper young adult or clean new adult book that

packs an emotional punch, look no further. From first love, family issues, finding yourself, losing

yourself, being yourself, following your dreams... this book tackles it all beautifully and with

characters you won't soon forget.

When I saw the cover of First Comes Love I said Yes. When I read the summary, I said Hell Yes.

When I read the book I was like Huh? Now do not get me wrong, it was a great story, but different

from what I pictured. In my opinion, the cover has this sort of epic-passionate-romance feeling, and

the summary makes Grey seem like such a dark and mysterious person and that Dylan is so full of

life - which is true but, they don't seem like the extraordinary-human-being sort of characters. He

isn't this super handsome guy that's Oh-so-tortured and she's here to save him. No, they are, in



fact, like normal people, simple mortals - and it was fantastic.I hadn't noticed this, but usually in

books, the main characters seem to be in this pedestal; they stand there and you know they won't

be coming down. I mean, let's face it, Harry Potter and Edward Cullen are not gonna be walking

through Walmart anytime soon. The characters in First Comes Love were actually believable, I can

easily imagine Grey, and he was also creepily similar to me (in how we think). The love story was

beautiful and normal and simple - or as simple as relationships get, it was bumpy, fun, charming and

exasperating. Everything a good love story should be, everything normal relationships are.The only,

let's say 'flaw' I could find in the book was that Dylan didn't seem really believable at times. It's as if

Katie Kacvinsky - author - made her far too positive and full of light, that she seemed unrealistic.

She was a nice character, but Grey really was the one that shined through the novel. Even if he was

usually really down and a pessimist, I think he was the best. One of my favorite characters of all

time, he knew who he was and Katie Kacvinsky did an excellent job at portraying him.I got so many

things out of this novel and it is most definitely a keeper. One of my favorite stories, I will definitely

hold this one close to me and my little heart :)
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